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Móz Metals Make Waves at Moana Pacific

Moana Pacific is a twin tower condo
located in Honolulu, Hawaii. Built in 2007,
the complex accommodates 720 units
with floor-to-ceiling windows that provide
sweeping views of the ocean and city
skyline.
After 8 years of wear and tear, Moana
Pacific decided to update their two lobby
interiors with a new design inspired by
the local Hawaiian islands. The interior
architect hired Móz in August 2015 to help
design feature walls that aligned with the
building's high-end aesthetic. The goal for
the feature walls was to create an oceanic
backdrop that would serve as the focal
point for the entire lobby lounge.
Móz manufactured Dimensional Walls in
blended shades of blue, tan, and white
digitally printed on solid-core aluminum
metal. The surface was made by weaving
modular panels into a three-dimensional
horizontal pattern, creating a sense of
movement similar to ocean waves. The
material offered the opportunity to add
color, depth, and texture to the lobby walls
of the Moana Pacific.

Moana Pacific hotel lobby featuring
Dimensional Walls and Columns

Specifications

Project Name: Moana Pacific

Product: Dimensional Walls, Columns

Industry: Hospitality

Metal: Aluminum

Location: Honolulu, HI

Color: Blendz 425, Clear

Year of Installation: 2015

Grain: Bamboo, Fog

Designer: Inspiration Interiors

Finish: Polycoat Matte

In addition to the feature walls, the Móz team suggested adding four column covers to the
Moana Pacific lobby design. The addition would complement the metallic walls and transform
the basic structural elements into decorative metal accents. To cover the 16’H x 6’Dia
columns, designers selected Clear aluminum with a Fog grain to soften the metallic finish
with a muted texture.
The Tides dimensional wall series and decorative metal column covers offered
easy-to-install solutions, long-term durability, and affordable pricing for this large-scale
hospitality project. Moana Pacific asked for specific shades of blues and metallics to mirror
the building’s branding while connecting the lobby interiors to the exterior surroundings. Móz
offered custom design and fabrication services to meet Moana Pacific’s unique design needs.
The final effect was a flowing and subtly reflecting seascape that swept across the expanse
of the lobby lounge, serving as both a wall feature and work of art.

About Móz

Moana Pacific hotel lobby featuring
Dimensional Walls and Columns

Móz designs and fabricates architectural metal products out of Oakland, California. Our
collection of sophisticated materials—including metallics, gradients, patinas, and bold
colorways—are the result of continuous experimentation with cutting-edge tools, digital
imagery, handcrafted engravings, and laser cutting equipment.
Our team redefines metal surfacing using a unique balance of color, texture, and grain
to make architectural metal products crafted for industrial, commercial, and residential
markets—from large-scale corporate projects to one-off surface applications. Our innovative
solutions and dedication to customer service help our clients achieve their designs through
quality materials
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